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Wind direction today near me

The current wind map of Kiev Ukraine, Ukraine contains a live wind speed and a map of the direction of wind showing prevailing winds in the area. There is also a wind forecast map, and the map includes all wind changes for a period of 10 days for 3-hour steps. This wind map for Kiev Ukraine is based on the GFS model and was created for windsurfing,
kitesurfing, sailing and other extreme sports activities. All statistics are updated every 3 hours and can help you find the best place for any wind and water sport. Did you find an error or a photo from another location? Write in the comments! Windy.app is a professional weather app created for water and wind sports: sailing, surfing, fishing and etc. Check out
the detailed weather forecast, live wind map and local weather reports. Meteoblue climate diagrams are based on 30-year weather model simulations available for every city on Earth. They give good signs of typical climate patterns and expected conditions (temperature, precipitation, sun and wind). Simulated weather data shall have a spatial resolution of
approximately 30 km and shall not reproduce all local weather effects such as storms, local winds or tornadoes. You can explore the climate for every location, such as the Amazon rainforest, West African savannahs, Sahara Desert, Siberian Tundra or Himalayas. 30 years of historical weather data for Kyiv can be purchased with history+. Download
variables such as temperature, wind, clouds and precipitation as CSV for any place on Earth. The last 2 weeks of past weather data for Kyiv are available for free evaluation here. The average daily maximum (solid red line) shows the maximum temperature of the average day for each month for Kiev. Likewise, the average daily minimum (solid blue line)
shows an average minimum temperature. Hot days and cold nights (striped red and blue lines) show the average of the hottest day and coldest nights in any month for the last 30 years. You can expect high temperatures to plan your holidays, and you'll be prepared for a warmer and colder night. Wind speeds are not displayed by default, but can be enabled
at the bottom of the graph. The rainfall map is useful to plan seasonal effects such as the monsoon climate in India or the vocimet season in Africa. Monthly rainfall above 150mm are mostly dried, below 30mm mostly dry. Note: Simulated rainfall amounts in tropical regions and complex terrains are lower than local measurements. The graph shows the
monthly number of sunny, partly cloudy, overcrowded and rainfall days. Days with less than 20% cloud cover are considered sunny, with 20-80% cloud covered as partly cloudy and with more than 80% as hasty. While Reykjavík is mostly cloudy in Iceland, the Sossusvlei in the Namib Desert is one of the suniest places in the world. In tropical climates, such
as malaysia or Indonesia, the number of precipitation days can be factor by 2. The maximum temperature chart for Kyiv shows how many days a month it reaches certain temperatures. Dubai, one of the hottest cities in the world, is almost below 40C in July. Cold winters can also be seen in Moscow with a few days that do not even reach -10°C as a daily
maximum. A rainfall chart for Kyiv shows how many days a month certain amounts of rainfall are reached. In tropical and monsoon climates, amounts can be underestimated. The diagram for Kyiv shows the days per month during which the wind reaches a certain speed. An interesting example is the Tibetan plateau, where the monsoon generates strong
winds from December to April and calm winds from June to October. Wind speed units may change in preferences (top right). The wind has risen for Kyiv showing how many hours a year the wind blows from a marked direction. Example SW: Wind blows from southwest (SW) to northeast (NE). Cape Horn, South America's southernmost terrestrial point, has
a distinctive strong west-wind, making the east-west crossings very difficult for sailboats. Since 2007 meteoblue archiving data of the weather model. In 2014, we started calculating weather models with historical data from 1985 onwards and created a continuous 30-year world history with hourly weather data. Climate diagrams are the first simulated climate
data set to be published online. Our weather history covers every city on earth at any given moment, regardless of the availability of weather stations. The data comes from our global NEMS weather model with a resolution of about 30 km and cannot reproduce detailed local weather effects such as heat islands, cold air flows, storms or tornadoes. For
locations and events that require very high accuracy (such as energy production, insurance, etc.), we offer high-resolution simulations with clock data. You can use this information under the Creative Commons Assignment + Non-Commercial (BY-NC) license. Any commercial use is illegal. The best of meteoblue now on your website – implement our maps
to your website – free point+ More options for this meteogram are available with point+ More Archive of Simulation History offering access to past weather simulations for every place in the world. Weather information for yesterday or weather history of recent years. Weather archive diagrams are separated into 3 charts:Temperature, including relative
humidity at hourly intervalsClouds (gray background) and clear skies (yellow background). The darker the gray background, the denser the cloud coverWind speed and direction (in the level 0° = north, 90° = east, 180° = South and 270° = west). In the meteogram of the purple point history archive, they represent the direction of the wind as indicated on the
right axis. Please note the following: The weather archive displays simulation data, not measured data, for the selected area. The data is not compared to the measured weather station data (because in more than 99% of the earth's places measurements are not available). Simulation data with high predictability may replace measurements. For areas or data
with lower predictability, simulation cannot replace measurements and cannot be used as evidence. Wind and temperature data shall be calculated by the average mesh cell height. Therefore, temperatures for mountains and coasts may be slightly different from those at the exact location. In addition to the coordinates, you can also find the height of the grid
cell. The 15-day diagram shows hourly data. For one month there are daily aggregates for minimum, maximum and average values. For more than 6 months there are monthly aggregates. We also offer raw data for sale. Please contact us for more information (info@meteoblue.com) 30 years of historical weather data for Kyiv can be purchased with history+.
Download variables such as temperature, wind, clouds and precipitation as CSV for any place on Earth. The last 2 weeks of past weather data for Kyiv are available for free evaluation here. The best of meteoblue now on your website – implement our maps to your site – free Live wind speed map and wind direction. Wind forecast for the next day and hours.
Winds today, map and radar for forecasting. Take a look at the world's current winds and winds. With a wind radar map, you can predict the wind direction and check where the wind is. Move the highlighter to the wind map and check the forecast for the selected location. Wind speed and wind direction. Find the wind near me and the local winds anywhere in
the world. Check where the ideal conditions for kitesurfing are. See also where the hurricane, tornado, cyclones and typhoon are on the wind speed map. Wind speed source map: windy.com Sleet. Overcast.Feels Like: -3°CForecast: -1 /-6°CWind: 3 m/s ↑ from Southeast14 day forecast, day-by-dayHour-by-hour forecast for next week Detailed forecast for 14
daysAdvertising This is the wind, wave weather and forecast for Kiev Zhuliany Airport in Kyiv City, Ukraine. Windfinder specializes in wind, waves, manners and weather reports &amp; forecasts for wind-related sports such as kitesurfing, windsurfing, surfing, sailing, fishing or paragliding. This forecast is based on the GFS model. Forecasts are available
worldwide. The horizontal resolution is about 8 miles. Forecasts are calculated 4 times a day at about 8:00, 14:00, 20:00 and 2:00 AM Moscow Standard Time. Forecasts are available in time steps 3 hours to 10 days into the future. The arrows point in the direction the wind is blowing. Check the wind forecast for Kiev Zhuliany airport as you search for the
best trip for your kiteboarding, windsurfing or sailing holidays in Ukraine. Either use our wind forecast to find wind speeds today at Kiev Žuliany Airport or take a look at the wind direction tomorrow at Kiev Zhuliany airport. For real weather statistics and historical data, see wind and weather statistics for this location. We use knots and degrees Celsius as the
default units. These units are often used by sailors, whalers, surfers, windsurfers and paragliders. Use website settings to switch between units and 7 different languages at any time. Use our wind speed calculator to convert between wind speed units such as knots, km/h (kilometers per hour), m/s (meters per second) and mph (miles per hour). For more
information about the wind forecast for Kiev Zhuliany Airport, see our help section. This is a report of wind, wave and weather for Kiev Zhuliany airport in Kyiv City, Ukraine. Windfinder specializes in wind, waves, winding and weather reports &amp; forecasts for wind-related sports such as kitesurfing, windsurfing, surfing, sailing or paragliding. These are real-
time observations from the weather station at Kiev Zhuliany airport. The lines in the graph indicate the average wind speed and wind gusts, the arrows represent the direction of the wind. The arrows point in the direction the wind is blowing. Check the wind report for Kiev Zhuliany Airport to find the best travel destinations for your kiteboarding, windsurfing or
sailing holidays in Ukraine. Use the report to find wind speed and wind direction today at Kiev Žuliany airport. For real weather statistics and historical data, see wind and weather statistics for this location. We use knots and degrees Celsius as the default units. These units are often used by sailors, whalers, surfers, windsurfers and paragliders. Use website
settings to switch between units and 7 different languages at any time. Use our wind speed calculator to convert between wind speed units such as knots, km/h (kilometers per hour), m/s (meters per second) and mph (miles per hour). Help If you need more information about our wind report for Kiev Zhuliany Airport, see our help section. Section.
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